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The Lure of the Ring
Abstract
Discusses letters from a group of typical Lord of the Rings fans about why they enjoy the book.
Concludes thoughtful readers respond to the timeless struggle of good and evil and the deeper moral
messages of the work.
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Levitin: The Lure of the Ring
There were doors all round the hall, but they were all locked;
and when Alice had been all the way down one side and up the other,
trying every door, she walked sadly down the middle, wondering
how she was ever lo gel out again.
Suddenly she came upon a little three-legged table, all made
of solid glass: there was nothing on ll but a tiny golden key, and
Alice's first idea was that this might belong lo one or the doors or
the hall; but, alas!, either the locks were loo large, or the key was
loo small, bul al any rate ll would not open any of them.
498. Ellade, £e· cit., p. 110: "Let us now examine another set of
images ..• in connection with the symbolism or the night - the
ascension lo Heaven by means of steps."
Also, pp. 112-113:
"the 'seven sleps·of the Buddha' are analogous lo the Siberian
Shaman's ascent to Heaven by means of the steps cul in the ceremonial birch-tree .•• " Also, page 115: " •.• all the sanctuaries,
palaces and royal cities, and, by extension, all the houses are
situated, symbolically, al the "Centre of the World", il follows
that, in no matter which of these buildings. a rupture of planes is
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possible; that is, il may be possible lo transcend space (by elevation into Heaven) ••• "
C. S. Lewis, George MacDonald, pp. 19-20: "His psychology also
Is worth noticing: he is quite as well awale as the moderns that
the conscious self, the thing revealed by introspection, is a
superficles.
Hence the cellars and atucsof the king's castle is
The Princess and the Goblin ••• "
Gertrude Levy, The Gale of Horn, Faber and Faber (London:l948)
p, 96.
At the Back of the North Wind, pp. 110-111.
George MacDonald, The Golden Key, Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(New York: 1967), p. SS.
Wolff, p, 39: he quotes from George MacDonald, "A Hidden Life."
Jung, £e· cit., "Concern.Ing the Archetypes and the An.Ima
Concept, "P. 71.
The Princess and the Goblin, pp. 179-180.
The Comedy of Dante Alighieri the Florentine, Cantica llI,
Paradise, translated by Dorothy Sayers, Penguin (1962), p. 347.

The Lureof the Ri-ng
by Alexis Levitin
Middle-earth:
all."

"It's

only an old-fashioned
-J. R.R.

word for world.

That's

Tolkien-

But why?
We love Middle-earth.
Naturally 1 had my own simple explanation, but 1 was curious to
see what others would say. My request for help appeared in the Tolkien
Journa: and the Green Dragon and brought me responses characterized
by charming openness and 1ntelligenl reflection.
llere are selections from the letters I received.
The most desirable story, lhruout the world and history, is
that of the triumph of good over evil. People want very much
to be told, and believe, that cruelty and injustice will ullimalely be punished, and bequty, JOY and love reign. They will
accept the most crudely told stories, lf only they •.• give them
How gladly, then, will people welcome a story
this message.
beautifully written and convincing, not only in the context of
the story itself, but afterwards, applied to the real world.
This, I think, is the key lo the amuing popularity of the Ring.
Tolkien believes truly, and makca his readers believe, that
good really will triumph, not because or inherent superiority
over evil, but simply because evil is by Its nature self-destructive.
-Sylvia Wendell
.•. However, while LOfR is wonderful escapism, it is paradoxically true that the situations and moral dilemmas presented in the story are so ramHiar lo us in our daily lives. We
are always and continually being faced with choice between
good and evil •.. The interweaving and interlacing of events,
and cause and eCfects, Is also so true to life--and masterfully
done.
All this blending or the exotic and familiar which makes
up the atmosphere or LO!R goes a long way towards making
it the outstanding book it is. Middle-earth
is so strange and
different; yet so heartbreakingly
familiar.
-Mary M. Pangborn
I like the way Tolkien winds his story, such as when he brings
the story to Gandall, and then to the hobbits, Frodo and Sam.
I like the message he gives us, the struggle between good and
evil.
-Stephen Pangborn (age 11)
It is, of course, an escape from the world of today. To be a
hobbit, and to .live in the Shire, would be (lo me) a sort of
"Utopia."
ll is not, however, completely unrelated to today's
life. Many parailels can be found ... between the War or the
Rings and World War ll, but even more important is the fact
that the reader can idenilly with the characters. I find that
I have a sort of empathy with Frodo, while in many other
characters I can see my friends and relations. I also see
some of my trails in Gollum, and I find the thought of this
rather frightening.
-Betsy Chapman
To tell someone else why you like the Rings is very hard to
do. ll's like trying to explain why one likes blue-eyed blondes,
mint juleps, and crayfish bisque--it is next lo impossible! ! -but I'll attempt to do so nevertheless .•• Adventures are still
possible ... Men seem lo be "their own man" there. There is
ultimate good and complete evil--and little area of grey. In
Middle-earth, good fights against evil for goodness' sake-not for economic or petty national reasons ... it would be a
nice place to live .•. my hand cannot write what myheartfeels.
Basically, 1 BELIEVE in Middle-earth.
-Charles N. Elliott
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••. The first of the "externals" is, or course, the main plot
line--good conquering evil wherein which is easily discernible, contrary to the real world ..• The prevalling phUosophy
or the Trilogy •.• that the Ultimate Controller of the world Is
both good and active in the world, coincides with my own at
this point ln my life .•.
... I identify with Frodo/BUbo in so far as ••• I feel "borne
down by the unsupportable weight or Middle-earth", the weight,
that is, of five thousand years or human failure ln the realm
of human relations •••
• •. the Trilogy has given me a much Culler awareness that I
am human--! feel no kinship with either Legolas or GimlL ..
-Kirk L. Thompson
... I think one very important reason that I liked Lorn was
its reality. Tolkien made those people breathe ...
But for me the best thing about LOTR is that in it it ls
proper to fight evil with a sword. With our knowledge of psychology. modern thinking lends to call no one evil. Even the
murderers and rapists of today are not bad and deserving of
punishment, but are sick and needing treatment. I agree that
this is probably true .•. in LOfR there ls the same altitude
toward certain characters, as when Gandall says of Gollum
that he might yet be cured, and when Frodo slops the other
hobbits from killing "Sharky" who•.. mlghl yet find his cure.
Sul toward the source of evil, Sauron, there is no pity, no
sympathy--only the determination to overcome It, willingness
to sacrifice in order that good should win over evil.
•.. We are too sophisticated now to call a country or a man
wholy bad. And that is a good thing, for no country or man
is wholly eviL But it would be refreshing lo have an enemy
one could hate whqle-heartedly,
against whom one could fight
with violence and still with honor. We no longer hate a man
or a group of men, we only hate the evil they may do. And
hating an intangible is frustrating ...
This aspect of Tolkien's work, the assurance that some
things are absolutely evil and you have not only a moral right
bul a moral duty to destroy them, is what appeals to me most.
Also, in line with this, is the idea that good triuphs over
evil not because it happens to be stronger this time around,
but because evil by its very nature tends to weaken itself.
-Nancy Giudice
These were the answers I received. Rereading them, one discovers two main points that appear again and again. First of all. most
readers are glad lo encounter a world where it is clear that the only
really important thing is the struggle between good and evil. Naturaily,
they also are glad that Tolkien believes that good can triumph, at least
for a time. The other important observation. a recurring theme in these
letters, ls that Middle-earth, that other place that superficially seems
merely to provide escape from reality, in fact is intimately connected
to reality. Either the reader claims lo believe in Middle-earth itself,
or he links aspects of that world to the one he experiences dail)t
Miss Wendell makes an astute comment on the activities of Tolkien
enthusiasts and a simple but most convincing lnterprelaion of what "beItevtns" in Middle-earth means: "I think that the i.ntense study of thin.e;s
Middle-earthly .• ,and above ail, the slogan 'Frodo lives!' is an effort to
make the book even more real and convincing. Saying that Frodo lives
is saying 'I believe this book's message.' Frodo is the symbol of goodness; not beauty or strength or wisdom, but the humble courage that does
what must be done, or dies in the trying." With her words in mind, we
are less likely to assume that those who say with Mr. Elliott. "Basically,
I Believe in Middle-earth, " are mere escapists. weaklings unable to
dwell in the real world, and therefore sick people. No, most of them are
profoundly sane and that is why they turn with joy to this so-called fantasy
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Cor values that have been submerged in our worldMythcon
of externals,
values
Proceedings,
that our lnner selves recogniz e and even demand, but which our thoroughly a-spiritual society denies.
Those who refer back to our world from the vantaae point of LOTR,
generally do so In terms of moral reality.
For tho•e to whom reality
consists of tangible objecta, of material things. Tolkien la only an entertainer, but a kind of artist· prophet, one who, rather than tell us the
future, makes clear once again what has been clouded over.
Returning to the clearly discernible struggle between good and evil,
It Is interesting to note that this particular quality which attracts so
many readers, repulses others. For example. Matthew Hodgart, In his
well-known article Kicking the Hobbit says: "Thie extreme polarization
of good and evil, which is so striking in the works of all three (Tolkien,
Lewis, Williams) is not only reminiscent of rigid medieval Christianity
but is also, surely, rather Infantile ... by posing the problems of life in
terms of absolute good and evil. he gives a pseudo-explanation ..• Alas,
tn this world there are no goblins or ores .•. " I
It is rrnpoas ibte, I fear, to defend LOTR from charges of being
infantile at a time when the entire story of Christ, which Tolkien claims
is smiled at condesendingly.
"embraces all the essence of fairy-stories,"
The best one can do is point out that Christ knew man and answered Hodgart long ago when he said: Suffer the little children to come unto me,
and forbid them not; for of such is the kingdom of Cod. Of course a tale
contaimng Saurons and Candalfs can be termed simplistic.
Beat not to
deny it. But, by "posing problems of life in terms or absolute good and
evil", Tolkien 1s helping to bring us back to our senses.
Of course
daily life i.; complex, patterned in hues or gray. Of course there are no
ores or goblins to destroy.
However, the terrible Uung is that many of
us wonder why. It seems to me that today's world, so intelligent and
advanced and clear-sighted when it comes to things, to technology, to
handling empirically verifiable objects or quantities, ls lost in a dense
Cog when it comes to metaphy31cs. to the world beyond objects, the world
or spitit. And lost In this grayness, we forget that there ever was a way.
We forget about good and evil because the fog Is too dense, the complications too great. We think, not morally or spiritually, but pragmatically.
But the mythic work ls there to remind us or great truths that we
seem to be forgetting.
In appealing to our subconscious levels of knowJust as the great hero Is
ing. of remembering, it utilizes archetypes.
beyond ordinary dimensions, so too Is bis enemy. They stand for good
and evil, for order and chaos, and sometlung within us awaits their call
and responds. So. ln mythopoelc2 writing, such as t..OTR, good and
evil loom larger and clearer than in daily life. They take on the grandeur
of the absolute.
But this is not a lie or a deception. The complexities
or our lives may hide the absolutes. but they abide.
Hodgart would claim that LOTR ls not adult literature because it
deals in absolutes whtle we adults of the quotidian must face shades of
gray. He is right. We must face the gray, we must work with the com-

plexities, we are bound to our
Vol. can
1, Iss.
2 [1971], Art. 7
help us, Cor it reminds us

difficult world.
However, Middle-earth
that good and evil exist, that there Is always a struggle, that we are here, free to choose, and that our choice
matters. With the experience or black and white fresh In mind we can
turn agaln to the grayness of the everyday, and try. We have been reminded of a reality more profound than that in which the world seems to
live. Those of us who believe In Middle-earth do so because. somewhere
In us we have never completely forgotten what lile is really about,
The question of absolute good and evil and the question of reality
merge. Those who "believe" in the reality of Middle-earth believe that,
whatever the complexities. nuances, and ambiguities of life seem to be,
underneath the changing surface remain& the eternal struggle in which we
must take part. Those who scoff at the "escapists" fleeing to Middleearth del\)' the reality of hobbit& and ores, It seems to me, because they
deny the entire premise or Tolklen's world--that life concerns an endle88 struggle between good and evil and that we must choose which side
we are on. The deniers, trusting only in the tangible, tend to be relativists, the believers absolutists.
Ultimately It seems safe to say that
most lovers or LOIR are people who believe through their hearts or subconscious memory, ln a mea.ning and a hope which our contemporary
scientific and superficially rational western world had denied or discarded.

•••

Obviously people are enchanted by Tolkien'& Imaginative creation.
The land, the inhabitants, the languages, the histories are poured over
In delight by amateur scholars. The poems are read aloud, set to music
and sung. I hope that this article has not seemed to discount the appeal
or Tolklen's vivid Imagination, of the secondary world he laboriously
l! I have not treated of elves and dwarfs. ents, and the
constructed.
Balrog, It is because it seemed to me (and to most of my correspondents)
that the essence or Middle-earth
was in the monumental struggle between
good and evil. Herein lay Its great truth. Its reality. Of cour-se the
artistry and brilliant concretizing Imagination of Tolkien brings this
whole world before our eyes, and without this beneficial white magic
we might never have awakened to Middle-earth at au. So, if I offended
any readers by neglecting this aspect of LOTR, I hope they will forgive
me.
Finally I would like to thank all my correspondents for their kind
help and for the good-heartedness that manifested itself in their letters.

Footnootes.
I.
M. Hodgart, "Kicking the Hobbit," New York Review of Books,
Vlll, 8(May 4, 1967) p. 11
2.
See Gracia Fay Ellwood. "The Good Guys and the Bad Guys."
Tolkien Jounal, Vol. ur, No. 4; and R.H. Reis, "George MacDonald: 'Founder of the Feast'." Tolkien Journal, Vol. II, No. I.

Surprising Joy:
C.S. Lewis' Deep Space Trilogy
by Ethel Wallis
In his science fiction trilogy, c. S. Lewis seems, like Milton. to
be justifying God's way to man. The books' underlying theme Is that i!
the cosmos came into being by the band or one Creator, its inhabitants
can only be content, or unified. or 3oyful, by acquiescing to the will of
their Creator. Ransom, Jane and Mark in the twentieth century and of
a fallen world, and the King and Queen of a world not yet tested, must
be educated anew in the nature of Cod and His universe.
To make their
growth in the understanding of this concept at once more personal and
universal, Lewis weaves into the fabric of bis narrative joy's characteristics and by so doing gives thematic unity to the trilogy.
Lewis first outlined the qualities of joy in 1933, in the preface to
The Pilgrims Regress. Here be assigns two central characteristics to
the experience: it "is one of intense longing ••• and there is a peculiar
mystery about the object or this Desire. " Nostalgia, magic, sex, and
intellectual craving for knowledge are not the objects. Lewis remarka,
"For I have myseU been deluded by every one of these false answers in
turn, and have contemplated each or them earnestly enough to discover
the cheat. To have embraced so many false Florimels is no matter for
boasting: it is fools, they say, who learn by experience. But since they
do at last learn, let a fool bring his experience into the common stock
that wiser men may profit by it. "
A study of joy from Lewis' later, fuller definitions in Surprised
~reveals
five characteristics:
first, the experience of joy comes
when attention is fixed on something else, that is, depends on setr-rcr-getfulness. "Only when your whole attention and desire are fixed on
something else--wbether a distant mountain, or the past, or the gods of
Asgard--does the 'thrill' arise." Secondly, it is a desire for something
longer ago or further away or still "about to be," an unsatisfied desire
which is near to grief, an inconsolable longing. Thirdly, joy is transitory, yet often the memory of it can bring back the emotion. Lewis states
at one point in bis life, "the distance of the Twilight of the Cods and the
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distance of my own past Joy, both unattainable, flowed together Into a
single, unenduzable sense or desire and loss, which suddenly became
one with the loss of the whole experience, which .•• had already vanished,
had eluded me at the very moment when I could first say lt is." Fourthly, because joy, to Lewis, manifested an Objective Fact, Cod Himself,
the experience was often enveloped with a sense of Holiness.
"AU the
value lay in that or which Joy was the desiring ••. this brought me into the
region of awe, for I thus understood that in deepest solitude, there is a
road right out of the seU." Finally, Lewis distinguishes joy from both
the "thrill" of sex and of magic.
"l now know that the experience, considered as a state of my own
mind, had never bad the kind of importance I once gave it: it was valuable only as a pointer to something other and outer ••• when we are lost
in the woods the sight of a signpost is a great matter."
In the words of
of this metaphor, joy became Lewis' signpost to God, and later, Christ.
"He who first sees it cries, "Look ] ' The whole party gathers round and
stares. But when we have found the road and are passing signposts every few miles, we shall not stop and stare. They will encourage us and
we shall be grateful to the authority that set them up. But we shall not
stop and stare, or not much; not on this road, though their pi!Jlitrs are
of silver and their lettering of gold. We would be at Jerusalem."
Ransom first experiences joy upon entering Deep Heaven--by leaving the boundaries of darkened Earth. "Stretched naked on his bed, a
second Danae. be found it night by night more difficult to disbelieve in
the old astrology ..•. He had thought the heavens barren: be saw now
that it was the womb of worlds, whose blazing and innumerable offspring
looked down nightly even upon the earth. " Thus, in spite of bis capture.
Ransom thinks not of bimseU, but of the heavens. As he later finds out,
the tinkling sound on the ship's bull are eldila. messangers of OyarsuMalacandra, great Eldila of Mars. In Lewis' cosmos, each planet has
a governing angel, an Oyarsa appointed by Cod, or Maleldil. Earth's
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